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Summary

In recent years, the complexity in distributed system increases, which increases the need to the process of sharing resources provided by the computers of the network. The process of sharing called the load balancing, during which the tasks are transferred from heavy loaded to lightly loaded computers. This leads to increase the speed of tasks execution and reduces the response time, which leads to increase and improve the system performance. In this research we present a survey on load balancing, by explaining its resources that need to be balanced, algorithms that is used in implementing it, polices that the algorithm depend on, and metrics for performance evaluation.
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1. Introduction

Load balancing has always been an issue since the emergence of distributed systems. Distributed systems are configured by connecting a large number of computers in different places. In these systems the resources of each computer can be shared with other computers for many reasons such as: increase response time, fault tolerant, and enhance the overall performance. The process of sharing resources can be achieved through load-balancing systems. The term "load balancing" refers to the technique that tries to distribute work load between several computers, network links, CPUs, hard drives, or other resources, in order to get optimal resource utilization, throughput, or response [2]. A good load balancing scheme needs to be general, stable, scalable, and minimize the overhead of the system.[ 3].

Tasks arrive to each computer in the grid, and the number of the arrived tasks differ from one computer to another. In term of load balancing these tasks should be balanced. Tasks need to be balanced can be classified into three main type: CPU-intensive tasks, memory-intensive tasks, and I/O-intensive tasks[1].

Tasks are CPU-intensive if they spend most of their time doing calculation in the processor (e.g. video game and 3D CAD animation). Tasks are memory-intensive if they spend most of their time in the memory (e.g. graph embedding). And finally if the tasks spend most of their time doing I/O operation then these tasks are I/O-intensive (e.g. archiving of raw and processed remote sensing data, and multimedia and web-based applications [46].

In general, and before we survey the load balancing approaches, we need to distinguish between three terms: system, architecture, and algorithm from the load balancing systems point of view. By the system we mean things that have both architecture and algorithm, by the architecture we mean the main component contained in the system, and by the algorithm we mean how the architecture's component operate.

This paper present the most important issues in the load balancing systems which are: resources need to be balanced, type of load-balancing algorithms, polices used in implementing load-balancing systems, and metrics used to evaluate the performance.

2. The resources to be balanced

As known the distributed systems has many things to be balanced such as :

• Computer processor time resource: the most important resource in operating system is the CPU-time. When distributed system is used the CPU-time need to be balanced. Some of the research made a CPU load balancing such as[ 4][5][6].

• Computer memory resource: is another important resource in the computer, also when these computers are connected across the grid, this resource need to be balanced to improve its performance. some of the research made load balancing on the memory such as [7][8] .

• Computer I/O resources: balancing the load of CPU and memory is not enough in some time, so the I/O resources which is depends on the effective usage of storage, in addition to that of CPU and memory, need to be balanced. Some of the research made a load balancing in this resources such as [47][48].

3. Load balancing issue

Load balancing can be mainly categorized as static and dynamic. Static load balancing uses a priori knowledge of the applications and statistical information about the system such as[12][13][14][15]. Dynamic load balancing base their decision making process on the current state of the system such as [16][17][18][19].
However, we can demonstrate the static and dynamic load balancing independently in the following sections:

3-1 Static load balancing

The static load balancing assigns a given job to a fixed processor or node. Every time the system is restarted, the same binding task-processor (allocation of a task to the same processor) is used without considering changes that may occur during the system's lifetime. Moreover, static load distribution may also characterize the strategy used at runtime, in the sense that it may not result in the same task-processor assignment, but assigns the newly arrived jobs in a sequential or fixed fashion. For example, using a simple static strategy, jobs can be assigned to nodes in a round-robin fashion so that each processor executes approximately the same number of tasks.[20]

Static load balancing can be classified into two types as stated in [21], deterministic and probabilistic as shown in fig.1.

- In deterministic load balancing: the jobs are joined to the shortest workstation queue since routing decisions are based on system state.
- In probabilistic load balancing: scheduling policies are described by state independent branching probabilities. Jobs are dispatched randomly to workstations with equal probability.

But [3][22.] classify the static load balancing in a different manner, as shown in fig.2. By distributed he means that the work involved in making decisions is distributed among many decision makers. By centralized he mean that there are only one decision maker or the common decision of many cooperating decision makers is made in a centralized way.

Also, in this classification, the distributed and centralized load balancing are subdivided into cooperative, non-cooperative and global, by cooperative he means that the decision makers (e.g. users, processors) cooperate between each other, but in non-cooperative the decision makers make their decisions non-cooperatively. By the global he say that the Global scheduling is the problem of deciding where to execute a process, and the job of local scheduling is left to the operating system of the processor to which the process is ultimately allocated.

3-2 Dynamic load balancing

The dynamic load balancing takes into account that the system parameters may not be known beforehand and therefore using a fixed or static scheme will eventually produce poor results. A dynamic strategy is usually executed several times and may reassign a previously scheduled job to a new node based on the current dynamics of the system environment.[20]

This type of load balancing can be explained in more detail by providing a new classification which contain four main parts: control, policies, algorithms and metrics as shown in fig.3.

3.2.1 The control issue

There are two main type of the controlling issue as stated in [23] [24][25]: distributed, and non-distributed. Non-distributed has two types: centralized or semi-distributed. The system is "distributed" if the load balancing algorithm is executed by all nodes in the system and the responsibility of load balancing is shared among them. The system is "centralized" if the load balancing algorithm is only executed by one node of the distributed system: the central node. Otherwise, if the system nodes are segmented into clusters, and the load balancing within each cluster is centralized; a central node is nominated to take charge of load balancing within this cluster, then the developer said that his system is "a semi-distributed" system.

The distributed load balancing algorithm can be further classified into two type: cooperative and non-cooperative. In cooperative algorithm, processes work together toward a common system-wide global balance. Scheduling decisions are made after considering their effects on some global effective measures (for example, global completion time). On the other hand, in the non-cooperative algorithm each node has autonomy over its own resource scheduling. That is, decisions are made independently of the rest of the system and therefore the node may migrate or allocate tasks based on local performance.[20]
3.2.2 The dynamic load balancing policies
In this section we demonstrate the policies used in the load balancing algorithm. There are number of main policies in dynamic load balancing[23][26][9][27]:

3.2.2.1 Information policy
Is the part of a dynamic load balancing responsible for collecting information about nodes in the system. It is responsible for providing location and transfer strategies at each node with the necessary information needed to make their load balancing decisions.

Initiation Policy
determines who starts the load balancing process. The process can be initiated by an overloaded server (called sender-initiated) or by an under-loaded server (called receiver-initiated).

Transfer policy
determines when job reallocation should be performed and which job(s) (i.e., client requests) should be reallocated. Job reallocation is activated by a threshold-based strategy. In a sender-initiated method, the job transfer is invoked when the workload on a server exceeds a threshold. In a receiver-initiated method, a server starts the process to fetch jobs from other servers when its workload is below a threshold. The threshold can be a pre-defined static value or a dynamic value that is assessed at runtime based on the load distribution among the servers. When job reallocation is required, the appropriate job(s) will be selected from the job queue on a server and transferred to another server.

3.2.2.4 Location policy
The location policy determines which processor is selected for a potential process migration. Some of the approaches used to select a destination node for a transferred job are: random, probing and negotiation, as stated in [23], further, the probing approach has three location strategies: threshold [49], greedy [50], and shortest [49], and the negotiation has two location strategies: bidding, e.g., [51] and drafting, e.g., [52].

3.2.2.5 Load estimation policy
which determines how to estimate the workload of a particular node of the system, and if there is any tool used in this estimation.

3.2.3 Algorithms used in implementing the system
Each load balancing system has its own algorithm, this algorithm is followed in the process of building the load balancing system. there are many type of these algorithms such as:

- Artificial intelligent-based algorithms: such as genetic algorithms used in [28][29][30], fuzzy concept used in [31][32], and ant algorithms used in [33][34][35].
- Agent-based algorithm: such as those used in [36][37][38][39].
- Hybrid of both types can be formulated to give better performance, such as using agent system with genetic algorithm e.g. [40][41], or agent system with ant's algorithm e.g. [42][43].

3.2.4 Metrics used for performance evaluation of load-balancing algorithms

There are a number of metrics that can be used to demonstrate the robustness points in the load balancing algorithm and to evaluate its performance, these metrics is as followed [44][26][45):

- Load balancing time – Amount of time that elapses between the job arrival time and the time at which the job is finally accepted by a node.
- Make-span – Make-span is the total completion time taken to allocate all tasks to a resource. It is the measure of the throughput of the grid.
- Average resource utilization rate – This means the usage of all the resources in the grid.
- Scalability – It is the ability of the algorithm to perform load balancing for a grid with any finite number of nodes.
- Fault tolerance – It is the ability of the algorithm to perform uniform load balancing in spite of arbitrary node or link failure.
- Reliability – This factor is related with the reliability of algorithms in case of some machine failure occurs.
- Stability – Stability can be characterized in terms of the delays in the transfer of information between processors and the gains in the load balancing algorithm by obtaining faster performance by a specified amount of time.
- Availability: Even when servers within the cluster fail, the remaining servers are performing normally.
- Processor Thrashing: Processor thrashing occurs when most of the processors of the system are spending most of their time migrating processes without accomplishing any useful work in an attempt to properly schedule the processes for better performance.

3. Conclusion

The purpose of this paper was to present a classification of the load-balancing system, which generally classified as static and dynamic, and then we classified these two types into its main components. In dynamic load-balancing part we present a new classification, though which we demonstrate the control issue, algorithms, polices, and metrics.
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